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Anomalous chiral Luttinger liquid behavior of diluted fractionally charged quasiparticles
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Fractionally charged quasiparticles inedge states, are expected to condense to achiral Luttinger liquid
~CLL!. We studied their condensation by measuring the conductance and shot noise due to an artificial
backscatterer embedded in their path. At sufficiently low-temperatures backscattering events were found to be
strongly correlated, producing a highly nonlinear current-voltage characteristic and a nonclassical shot noise—
both are expected in a CLL. When, however, the impinging beam of quasiparticles was made dilute, either
artificially via an additional weak backscatterer or by increasing the temperature, the resultant outgoing noise
was classical, indicating the scattering of independent quasiparticles. Here, we study in some detail this
surprising crossover from correlated particle behavior to an independent behavior, as a function of beam
dilution and temperature.
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When electrons, confined to two dimensions, are s
jected to an extremely strong magnetic field, their orb
quantize and Landau levels are formed. Electrons that
cupy only a fractionn5 l /m ~calledfilling factor, with m odd
and l integer! of the first Landau level form the so-calle
Laughlin quasiparticles. Being independent each quasip
cle carries a chargee/m.1 The main characteristics of tha
regime are the zeros of the longitudinal conductance and
exact plateaus of the transverse conductanceg5ne2/h, with
e the electron charge andh the Plank’s constant. This is th
well-known fractional quantum Hall effect~FQHE!.2 The
current, carried by the quasiparticles, flows in narrow, o
dimensional-like, strips along the edges of the sample
quantized edge states.3 Wen predicted4 that being confined to
the edge the fractionally charged quasiparticles are expe
to form a non-Fermi-liquid ~FL! system, achiral Luttinger
liquid ~CLL!. The validity of the CLL model can be teste
for example, by studying the effect of a backscattering
tential on the conductance and on theshot noise. Such po-
tential induces charge-density wave in the one-dimensio
channel, leading to correlation among the scattering even
not like in a FL where the events are independent. Typica
even the weakest backscattering potential is expecte
quench the longitudinal conductance at zero tempera
with a nonlinear I-V characteristic that is highly temperatu
sensitive.5–8 The resultant shot noise, in turn, is predicted
be nonclassical~non-Poissonian!, with a voltage~or current!
dependent scattered charge.9,10

What had been already known? In the weak backsca
ing regime, at sufficiently high temperature~greater than the
characteristic backscattering energy!, correlation among scat
tering events is weak with a classicallike shot noise. Nois
proportional to the reflected current and the quasipart
charge,11 as was demonstrated for filling factorn51/3 and
n52/5 by deducing a quasiparticle chargee/3 and e/5,
respectively.12–14 In the strong backscattering regime9–11

only electrons, or bunched quasiparticles, are allowed to tu
nel through opaque barriers.15 Contrary to that well estab
lished behavior, a most recent experiment proved that hig
dilute quasiparticles~quasiparticles arriveone by one!
traverses anopaquebarrier without bunching, namely, th
0163-1829/2003/67~20!/201104~4!/$20.00 67 2011
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scattered charge is nearlye/3.16 This unexpected result can
not be presently explained by theory.

This unexpected behavior led us to concentrate on
transport ofe/3 quasiparticles in very dilute beams (10%
;20%) or temperature (20;120 mK). While finding an ex-
cellent agreement with the CLL prediction for fully occupie
beams at low-temperature–low-energy regime, we obser
a clear transition toward an independent particle behavio
highly dilute beams. We conclude that beam dilution play
qualitative similar role to that of temperature, a regim
where theory is still lacking.17

Measurements were conducted at bulk conductancegQ
5e2/3h plateau (B;13.1 T). Two quantum point contact
~QPC’s! were formed in a two-dimensional electron g
~2DEG!, embedded in a GaAs-AlGaAs heterojunction,
seen in Fig. 1~a!. QPC1 was used to dilute the quasipartic
beam and QPC2 to serve as the backscattering potentia
many-terminal configuration was employed in order to p
vent multiple scatterings between the two QPC’s and k
the input and output conductance consta
e2/3h–independent of the transmission of each QPC.15,16

The differential conductance was measured with ac exc
tion of 1.5mV at 3 Hz superimposed on dc bias. The spect
densitySof the shot noise was measured as a function of
current at a center frequency of 1.4 MHz and bandwidth
30 kHz ~determined by aLC resonant circuit; see Refs. 1
and 13 for more details!. Voltage fluctuations in terminalA
were amplified by a low noise cryogenic amplifier followe
by a spectrum analyzer, which monitored the average sq
of the amplified fluctuations. The temperatureT of the elec-
trons was determined by measuring the equilibrium no
S54kBTg, with g the sample conductance. Shot noise w
determined by subtracting the dc current independent n
from the total noise signal.

Figures 1~c! and 1~d! show typical differential conduc-
tance of a single QPC~say QPC1! as a function of the ap-
plied voltageVDS at electron temperaturesT523 mK and
T5120 mK, respectively, for different backscattering pote
tial strengths~determined by the gate voltage of the QPC!. At
the lower temperature, even a relatively weak backscatte
potential~with a saturated reflectionr;0.3 or transmission
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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t5g/gQ;0.7), reflects almost fully the current at zero a
plied voltage. The differential conductance was compa
with Fendley’set al. prediction9,10 in Fig. 1~b!, which poses
a universal dependence on the applied voltage normalize
the so-calledimpurity strength tB at zero temperature. An
excellent fit with experiment is seen at the low-energy
gime for tB in the range 10;40 meV ~with kBT!tB), as
theory requires!. At high bias the differential conductance
expected to exceedgQ5e2/3h, however, we have never ob

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of the fabricated device and
measurement setup. The device is fabricated in a 2DEG with
bility 2 3106 cm2 v21 s21 and carrier density 1.131011 cm22 at
4.2 K. Current is injected via sourceS and is scattered by QPC
toward QPC2. Transmission of each QPC is measured by meas
the currents at drainsD1 andD2. Shot noise is measured by mon
toring the voltage fluctuation at Ohmic contactA, after amplifica-
tion by a cryogenic amplifier with input current noise 6
310229 A2/Hz. The noise spectrum is filtered by aLC circuit,
which is tuned to a center frequency of 1.4 MHz~with bandwidth of
30 kHz!. Multiple terminals assure constant sample conducta
e2/3h and a constant equilibrium noise.~b! Summary of the differ-
ential conductance measured at 23 mK for different settings of
QPC constriction. It is plotted against an applied voltage norm
ized by two effective scattering potentials,VDS /tB (tB528 mV and
tB516 mV are measured atVg520.107 V and20.093 V, respec-
tively!. The theoretical prediction at 0 K~Refs. 9 and 10! is shown
for comparison.~c! Differential conductance of QPC1 as a functio
of VDS measured at 23 mK, for a few backscattering poten
strengths ~gate voltage is283 mV, 275.5 mV, 265.5 mV,
250.5 mV, 243 mV, and238.5 mV, from bottom to top!. ~d!
Similar data as in~c! but measured at 120 mK~gate voltage is 111
mV, 2101 mV, 291 mV, 281 mV, 271 mV, 261 mV, and
251 mV, from bottom to top!.
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served it in the experiments. This can be justified if we n
that in that range short-range, nonuniversal, physics is do
nant, making the agreement poor. When the temperature
creased to 120 mK@Fig. 1~d!#, the nonlinearity weakened
significantly—resembling a FL behavior.

While independent particle scattering is stochastic, wit
classicallike shot noise, correlated particles scattering le
to nonuniversal shot noise that depends on the type of
correlation. We recall the expression of shot noise for in
pendent scattering events at finite temperatures:18

S54kBTg12qVDSgQt~12t !FcothS qVDS

2kBTD2
2kBT

qVDS
G ,

~1!

with q the partitioned charge. We plot in Fig. 2~a! the differ-
ential conductance~in the inset! and shot noise both mea
sured at different temperatures with a relatively weak ba
scattering potential ~saturated t;0.8). At the lowest
temperature, 23 mK, the differential conductance dipp
nearVDS50 and the shot noise deviated considerably fro
the independent particle behavior. The noise is seen to
crease fast with increasing current—indicative of a high
fective charge, while later it saturates—indicative of
smaller effective charge. The expected noise of indep
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FIG. 2. The shot noise and differential conductance for a sin
QPC. ~a! Shot noise due to a weak backscattering potential m
sured at various temperatures, 23, 49, 69, and 120 mK. Solid l
are the expected shot noise for noninteracting quasiparticle
chargee/3. Inset: The differential conductance of the QPC at t
same temperatures. Note the strong nonlinearity at lower temp
tures. A clear crossover from interacting to noninteracting beha
is seen as the temperature increases. This is evident at 120
where a linear dependence of the noise on voltage~above some
40 mV) is observed.~b! Shot noise due to strong backscatteri
potentials measured at 23 mK. The voltage on the gates of the Q
is 20.23 V and20.19 V. Note the negative slope of the noise
high applied voltage (dS/dVDS,0). Inset: The differential conduc
tance of the QPC for the same gate voltages of the QPC.
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dently scattered charges@Eq. ~1!# with q5e/3 was plotted for
comparison. As the temperature increased the measured
linearity weakened and the measured shot noise at 120
agreed with the classical prediction. Such, high temperat
charge determination had been extensively employed be
in order to determine the charge of the quasiparticles.12–14

To stress further the fact that scattering events of qu
particles at the lowest temperature are correlated, we plo
in Fig. 2~b! the conductance and shot noise for a stron
backscatterer~saturatedt;0.6). Remarkably, the noise satu
rated or even changed the sign of the slope with increa
bias to above 70mV. In other words, adding high-energ
quasiparticles to the beam lowered the noise of the lo
energy quasiparticles. Since the backscattering strength i
dependent of bias~not shown here!, stochastic partitioning
could never explain such noise behavior. This is a clear
direct observation of the interaction among electrons in
CLL.

One can naively ask whether an artificial decrease of
average occupation of the incoming states might weaken
correlation among scattering events, hence rendering
scattered quasiparticles independent—much like a temp
ture increase. This can be tested via employing thediluting
techniquepresented in Ref. 16@shown in Fig. 1~a!#. The
relatively open QPC1 backscatters dilute quasiparticles w
an average occupation of each state determined by it tr
mission toward QPC2,t1'0.1;0.2. This beam is alread
noisy, hence, the noiseStot at terminalA is calculated via the
superposition principle,19 Stotal5t2

2S11S2, with S1(S2) the
noise of QPC1~2!. The noiseS2—the own contribution of
QPC2—indicates whether partitioning events at QPC2
correlated or independent. We findS2 by measuringStot , S1,
and t2 as function of voltage, and use

S2~VDS!5Stot~VDS!2E
V50

VDS
t2
2~V!

dS1~V!

dV
dV, ~2!

with the integral accounting for the dependence oft2 on
VDS . Two examples of the noise produced by a dilute bea
with average occupationt1;0.2, are shown in Fig. 3. On
for the dilute beam impinged on a relatively open QP
(t2;0.8) and one when QPC2 is rather pinched (t2;0.4).
The first striking behavior~insets of Fig. 3! is the apparent
linearity, namely, the weak dependence oft2 on the voltage,
in contrast with the behavior seen in Fig. 1~c!. Moreover, the
resultant noiseS2 @Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!# is classical even at the
lowest temperature. Yet, contrary to the results of Comf
et al.,16 who observed quasiparticles tunneling throu
opaque barriers, here, at a significantly lower temperat
dilute quasiparticles tend to bunch at strong backscatters

With a classical behavior of noiseS2 at low temperatures
~Fig. 3!, one can determine an effective scattered cha
across a wide temperature range. The expectedS2 at zero
temperature, due to partitioning of chargesq2 can be written
as

S252q2It 1t2~12 t̃ 2!, ~3!
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with I the injected dc current at terminalS, t̃ 2
5t2@(e/3)/q2# is the transmission of the particleflux ~rather
than particle current!, each particle with chargeq2.15,16Gen-
eralizing Eq.~2! to finite temperatures allowed to extract a

FIG. 4. Charge of partitioned particles by QPC2,q2, as function
of transmissiont2. The solid lines are just guidelines to the eye.
T523 mK measurements were done for beam occupations of
and 0.2. The higher the temperature is, the smallert2 needs to be in
order to observe bunching by the backscattering potential.

FIG. 3. The shot noise resulting from a diluted beam~with av-
erage occupancyt1;0.2) impinges on QPC2 with transmissiont2.
Noise generated by QPC1,S1, in squares and the total noise me
sured atA, Stotal , in circles. The deduced noise generated
QPC2,S2, is plotted in triangles and is compared with shot no
expected for a binomial partitioning of quasiparticles with char
q2 ~plotted in solid line!. Insets: The differential transmission o
QPC2,t2, of an impinging beam of dilute quasiparticles. The tran
missions are only slightly energy dependent.~a! S2 generated by a
relatively open QPC2,t2;0.8, and the deduced effective charg
q250.39e. ~b! S2 generated by a relatively pinched off QPC2,t2

;0.4, and the deduced effective chargeq250.54e.
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effective charge as function of transmissiont2 at different
temperatures. Apparently, the temperature plays a signifi
role in the determination of the effective chargeq2 ~Fig. 4!,
while the dependence on small occupations is weak~similar
results for 0.1 and 0.2 occupations!. The charge seemed t
increase monotonically ast2 decreased, however, as the te
perature increased the effective charge was always sma
This clearly shows that quasiparticle tunneling throu
opaque barriers16 is due to the weaker correlation amon
quasiparticles resulting from higher temperatures.

Note that recently Kane and Fisher predicted17 that at zero
temperature and for an infinitesimal occupation of the i
pinging quasiparticles onlyelectronswill tunnel even if the
QPC is highly transparent. We did not observe such an ef
yet, however, recall that our temperature and occupation
finite and might not fall in the calculated range of para
eters. We studied here correlation among fractionally char
m

ne
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quasiparticles that scattered off an artificial impurity in t
FQHE regime (n51/3). Adding a new parameter, the occ
pation of the impinging quasiparticles, enabled the differe
tiation between independent particlelike behavior and c
densation of the scattered quasiparticles to a hig
correlated phase, a chiral Luttinger liquid. Moreover, we fi
a strong similarity between diluting the quasiparticle be
and increasing the temperature—both reduce the part
particle interaction, rendering the quasiparticles independ
Hence, dilution can be employed as a powerful tool to aff
interaction, while keeping the ground state of the system
zero temperature.
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